
RESERVE BANK OF INDIA RELEASES ITS ANNUAL ‘REPORT ON CURRENCY AND 
FINANCE (RCF)’ FOR THE FY 2021-22

Indian economy is likely to take over 12 years to overcome the COVID-19 losses.

Capital infusion has helped Public Sector Banks improve their CRAR to 14.3 per cent by 
December 2021 from 11.8 per cent in March 2016.

Amount recovered through Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARCs) dipped in recent 
years before getting revived to 41 per cent in 2020-21.

In�ation due to Russia-Ukraine crisis and deglobalisation are other key challenges that the 
economy is facing.

To avoid the moral hazard problem in recapitalisation of PSBs, an 
incentive mechanism should be established and banks with better 
performance should be given priority in terms of access to fresh capital.

Strengthen infrastructure of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code by 
increasing the number of NCLT benches.

Ensure adequate disclosures about risk factors affecting business to maintain investors’ confidence in the primary market.

Care needs to be taken to protect the stakeholders from digital frauds, data breaches and digital oligopolies.

The theme of the Report is “Revive and Reconstruct” that provides a strategy for medium-term 
steady economic growth of 6.5-8.5%.
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The court further observed that natural environment is part of basic human rights, of ‘right to life’ itself.

MOTHER NATURE’ A ‘LIVING BEING’ WITH LEGAL ENTITY: MADRAS HIGH COURT (HC)
Invoking ‘parens patriae jurisdiction’, the HC bestowed ‘legal entity’ status upon nature and directed the State and Central 
governments to protect it.

Significance: 

Issues

Earlier, in 2017 Uttarakhand HC, granted the Ganga and Yamuna rivers had the same legal status as human beings, however 
Supreme Court overruled this order.

In the court of law, loco parentis (the human face) will be required to represent Nature, thus the issue of its funding and legality 
in enforcement would arise.

It may clash with other rights granted to humans e.g., rights to water and land.

Also, in 2018, Uttarakhand HC declared the “entire animal kingdom including avian and aquatic” as legal entities.

The court ruled that Mother Nature will have rights, duties and liabilities enjoyed by a living person.

Expansion of environmental law and attitudinal & behaviour change in utilisation of natural resources. 

Ambiguity in defining, as what constitutes nature in the absence of its proper definition.

Glossary 
The Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) or CRAR is a measurement of 
a bank's available capital expressed as a percentage of a bank's 
risk-weighted credit exposures.
The Moral Hazard problem in banking is the idea that certain 
banks usually take risks to become more profitable because they 
know the government will bail them out in the future.

Parens Patriae in Latin means “parent of the nation”. It allows the guardianship of the State of the rights of entities that are 
unable to fight for their own rights.

Glossary



SWACHH BHARAT MISSION-UR-
BAN 2.0 LAUNCHES ‘NATIONAL 
BEHAVIOUR CHANGE COMMU-
NICATION FRAMEWORK FOR 
GARBAGE FREE CITIES’

INDIA FIGHTS AGAINST SIDELINING OF PUBLIC 
STOCK HOLDING (PSH), MSP ISSUES

VISIONIAS
Framework shall serve as a guiding document 
and blueprint for States and Cities to 
undertake large scale multimedia 
campaigns along with intensive and focused 
inter-personal communication campaigns.

About Swachh Bharat Mission- Urban

Achievements of Swachh Bharat 
Mission-Urban (as of Oct 2021)

It focuses on intensifying messaging around 
the key focus areas of source segregation, 
collection, transportation, and processing 
of waste, plastic waste management, and 
remediation of legacy dumpsites to truly 
transform the urban landscape of India.

It was launched on 2nd October 2014 by 
Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs in 
all statutory towns and effecting 
behaviour change through Jan Andolan. 
The SBM 2.0, launched in 2021, focuses on

Over 70 lakh household, community and 
public toilets have been built.

Urban India was declared open defecation 
free in 2019.
Scientific waste management has gone up 
over four times from 18% in 2014 to 70%.
Continuous capacity building of state and 
city level officials.

Sustainability of Open Defecation 
Free (ODF) outcomes,

Achieving scientific processing of 
Solid Waste in all cities, and

Trade-distorting 
domestic support 
is subjected to de 
minimis limits. 
De minimis is 
minimal amounts 
(10% for 
developing 
countries and 5% 
for developed) of 
domestic support 
that is allowed even though they distort trade.

Managing Wastewater in cities with less 
than 1 lakh population in Census 2011.

GOVERNMENT LAUNCHED THE PILOT PHASE OF OPEN NETWORK FOR DIGITAL COMMERCE (ONDC)

The PSH support 
infrastructure is 
provided under various 
subsidy boxes of WTO. 
( refer infographic)

As full implementation of the food security programme may result in 
breach of WTO cap, India has been seeking amendments in the formula to 
calculate food subsidy cap.

It protects a 
developing country’s 
food procurement 
programmes against 
action from WTO 
members in case subsidy 
ceilings are breached.

Quality Council of India will provide the integration of the e-commerce platform for it.

It is a platform that will allow buyers and sellers to connect and transact with each other online.

It will make a process/software open source by providing technology, code deployment to 
everyone to use, redistribute and modified.
It aims to promote an open platform for all aspects of the exchange of goods and services.

It goes beyond the current platform-centric digital commerce model e.g., Amazon etc.

It can potentially discover any seller, product or service by using any 
compatible application or platform.
It will enable the consumers to match demand with the nearest available supply.

It would standardize operations, promote inclusion of local suppliers, drive 
efficiencies in logistics and lead to enhancement of value for consumers.

ONDC would function in the e-commerce domain, akin to the UPI in the digital payment domain.

In the build up towards 12th Ministerial Conference (MC12) of WTO in June, 
Canada, New Zealand and Paraguay have Raised concerns over the insistence of 
G-33 and India for a permanent solution to the issue of PSH programmes.

PSH programmes are used to purchase, stockpile and distribute food to 
people in need.

At present, PSH subsidies, including those given for Minimums Support prices 
for crops, are treated as trade-distorting subsidies.

As an interim measure, WTO members at the Bali ministerial (2013) had agreed 
to put in place the Peace Clause.

ONDC is globally first-of-its-kind initiatives launched by the Department of Promotion of Industry and Trade to pave 
way for decentralise and democratising digital commerce to enhance its penetration of digital 
commerce.

Key Features

Significance

India’s e-commerce sector is expected to reach 
US$ 111.40 billion by 2025 from US$ 46.20 
billion in 2020, growing at a 19.24% CAGR.

Glossary
G33 (The Friends of Special Products in agriculture) is a 
group of 47 developing and least developed countries 
including India, Brazil and South Africa. 

It was formed during Cancun ministerial conference of 
the WTO, to protect the interest of the developing 
countries in agricultural trade negotiations.
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The spots are called rosettes which is unique to every snow leopard.

Core industries

Alternative Mechanism (AM) 
on strategic disinvestment

Organic Aadhaar

Snow leopard

Blue blob

Core Industries have registered 10.4% growth during FY 2021-22. 
The eight Core Industries: Coal, Crude Oil, Natural Gas, Refinery Products, Fertilizers, Steel, Cement, 
and Electricity. 

They comprise 40.27% of the weight of items included in the Index of Industrial Production (IIP).

These sectors have a major impact on the Indian economy and significantly affect most other 
industries as well.

The AM approved Pawan Hans sale at Rs. 414-crore valuation.  

The AM was created in 2019 to decide on strategic disinvestment of Central Public Sector 
Enterprises.  

Members: Finance Minister, Minister for Road Transport and Highways and minister representing 
respective administrative department.
It decides on the quantum of shares to be transacted, mode of sale and final pricing of the 
transaction or lay down the principles/guidelines for such pricing, etc.

Atal New India Challenge 
2.0

Corporatisation of OFB

Snow leopard conservationist (Charudutt Mishra ) wins Whitley Gold Award for efforts to involve 
local communities.

The Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Authority is considering 
rolling out Organic Aadhaar for the farmers engaged in organic farming under the National 
Programme for Organic Production (NPOP)

The idea is to create an identity for the farmer, based on Personal Aadhaar and Unique Land Parcel 
Identification Number (ULPIN), for the organic certification process.

ULPIN is the 14-digit identification number for every plot of land in the country.

Often termed as Ghost of Mountain, is closely related to the largest cat species Tiger (Panthera Tigris).
Feature: Smoky-coloured coats tinted with cream and yellow shades and patterned with black spots.

Snow Leopard (Panthera Uncia)

Conservation Status

Habitat: 12 snow leopard range countries (Afghanistan, Bhutan, China, India, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz 
Republic, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan).

It is a patch of unusually cold water located south of Iceland and Greenland.

Before the Blue Blob, a long-term cooling trend in the same region, called the Atlantic Warming 
Hole, reduced sea surface temperatures by about 0.4 to 0.8 degrees Celsius during the last century 
and may continue to cool the region in the future.

The cold patch was most prominent during the winter of 2014-2015 when the sea surface 
temperature was about 1.4 degrees Celsius colder than normal.

Scientists believe that it could have helped temporarily reduce the faster melting of the 
glaciers since 2011.

China has world's largest snow leopard population.

IUCN: Vulnerable
Schedule I: Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972.

ANIC is a flagship program of Atal Innovation Mission, NITI Aayog.

ANIC 2.0 will see 18 challenges in 7 sectors, such as; E-mobility, Road Transportation Space 
Technology and Applications, etc.

Six of the seven new defence companies, created through corporatisation of OFB, have reported 
provisional profits.

Performance of the new companies is being monitored regularly for timely interventions, if any, so 
that the objectives of corporatisation of OFB are fully met.

In 2021, Ordnance Factory Board (OFB), a subordinate office of the Ministry of Defence, was 
converted into seven Government-owned corporate entities with professional management.

Atal Innovation Mission launched the phase 1 of the 2nd edition of the Atal New India Challenge 
(ANIC 2.0)

ANIC's aim is to address the Commercialization Valley of Death- supporting innovators scale 
over the risks associated with access to resources for testing, piloting and market creation.



Vacuum-based sewers
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Nabinchandra sen - 175th birth anniversary

NCF was last prepared in 2005 and it was revised in 1975, 1988 and 2000. 

The Ministry of Education released the “mandate document’” for the upcoming NCF proposed under 
the National Education Policy NEP, 2020.
The NCF serves as a guideline for syllabus, textbooks, teaching and learning practices in schools 
across the country. 

Deadline for the new NCF is December, 2022. The high-powered committee set up to revise the NCF 
is led by Princeton University professor Manjul Bhargava.

It uses differential air pressure and gravity to rapidly transport sewage in a network of 
essentially empty pipes from Collection Pits to a central collection tank and then to a point of 
discharge.

About vacuum sewerage system

Agra has become the first city in the country to have vacuum-based sewers.

Babu Veer Kunwar Singh (1777-1858)

The US Food and Drug Administration, recently, issued a proposal to ban menthol cigarettes and 
flavoured cigars.  

Menthol, with its minty taste and aroma, reduces the irritation and harshness of smoking. This 
increases appeal and makes menthol cigarettes easier to use. 

Menthol also interacts with nicotine in the brain to enhance nicotine’s addictive effects, while 
making it more difficult for people to quit smoking.

Mission Sagar is India’s initiative to assist countries in the Indian Ocean Littoral states during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

It is the 9th edition of Mission Sagar that aims to provide critical medical aid to Sri Lanka.

Dhundiraj Govind Phalke (Dadasaheb Phalke)
Contribution- Known as the Father of Indian cinema.

Honours: ‘Dadasaheb Phalke Award’ was instituted in 1969, which is highest official recognition 
for film personalities in India.

His film, ‘Raja Harishchandra’ (1913), is considered to be India's first full-length motion picture 
which laid the foundation of filmmaking in India.
Dabbled in multiple professions - photography, printing, make-up, and even magic before 
turning to filmmaking.

It is presented annually by the president of India for remarkable contribution to Indian cinema.
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